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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have been given operational requirements to introduce data
recovery to one of your parallel job designs. Additionally, you
have been told that you are to use flat files as your
intermediate data structure. Which two tasks will accomplish
these objectives? (Choose two.)
A. Use the Hash File stage to write and read data between
parallel jobs.
B. Break up the design by splitting it into at least two
parallel jobs.
C. Use the Sequential stage to export and import data between
jobs.
D. Enable checkpoint restartability in each of your parallel
stages.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
How many inbound calls can be handled simultaneously between
ephone 1 and ephone 2 before a user busy tone is returned?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Because hunt stop channel is set to 6 as it enables call
hunting to up to six channels of this ephone-dn and remaining 2
channels are available for outgoing call features.
References:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucme/comman
d/reference/cme_cr/ cme_e1ht.html
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
deleteAppSetting("stockList") ;
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A
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